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�9�2�7�;���'�E�R�F�I�V�V�E���7�G�L�S�S�P���S�J���&�Y�W�M�R�I�W�W
The School of Business, UNSW Canberra, is an internationally accredited business school with a 
strong research focus in the areas of governance, strategic decision-making, policy implementation 
and management, logistics, diversity, and business systems modelling. Our interdisciplinary 
research approach is essential for the study of business issues in a changing and uncertain 
world. It draws together the diverse backgrounds of our academics, many of whom have achieved 
international recognition for their research in economics, logistics, leadership, public policy, public-
�W�I�G�X�S�V���Q�E�R�E�K�I�Q�I�R�X�����F�M�S�H�M�Z�I�V�W�M�X�]�����E�G�G�S�Y�R�X�M�R�K�����¼�R�E�R�G�I�����H�E�X�E���E�R�E�P�]�W�M�W�����L�Y�Q�E�R���V�I�W�S�Y�V�G�I�W�����[�S�V�O���L�I�E�P�X�L��
and safety and project management. 

Their expertise informs our key research areas: Public Service Management, Sustainment & 
Network Collaboration, Diversity, Korean Studies, and Industrial Relations.

�4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���(�I�F�S�V�E�L���&�P�E�G�O�Q�E�R

�,�I�E�H���S�J���7�G�L�S�S�P

Professor Deborah Blackman is a member of the
Public Service Research Group in the School of
Business, and Head of School at UNSW Canberra.
Her research interests include Public Sector Policy
Implementation, Systems Level Change, Employee
Performance Management, Organisational Learning
and Organisational Effectiveness. Deborah
researches knowledge transfer in a range of applied,
real world contexts. Her primary interest is using
philosophical and systems explanations to
understand why things do not work when theory
implies that they should. Current research projects
include: new ways of working; identifying and
mapping hidden value in a system; the value of
secondments; and understanding the impact of
system complexity on effective long-term crisis
recovery. She recently co-edited the Handbook on
Performance Management in the Public Sector,
published by Edward Elgar.

�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���7�L�E�V�V�S�R���3�…�2�I�M�P�P

�(�I�T�Y�X�]���,�I�E�H���S�J���7�G�L�S�S�P�����6�I�W�I�E�V�G�L�

A/Prof Sharron O’Neill is Deputy Head of School
(Research), a member of the Public Service Research
Group and Associate Professor of Accounting in the
School of Business at UNSW Canberra. Sharron’s
research examines the design, measurement and
reporting of performance measures for operational
decision-making, governance and accountability. Her
funded research collaborations with Government,
business, professional & industry associations
and academia examine work health and safety
(WHS) performance measurement and reporting.
�,�I�V���V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���¼�R�H�M�R�K�W���E�V�I���H�M�W�W�I�Q�M�R�E�X�I�H���Z�M�E���P�I�E�H�M�R�K
academic journals in the accounting, safety and
management disciplines; industry research
reports; media; and invited keynote and conference
presentations at academic and industry conferences
in Australia and Internationally.
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�8�L�I���4�Y�F�P�M�G���7�I�V�Z�M�G�I���6�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���+�V�S�Y�T�����4�7�6�+�
The PSRG partners with organisational clients to produce new insights into effective public service 
implementation and evaluation. The PSRG specialise in Public Service Management research, 
working alongside public service organisations to produce new insights in areas spanning 
Capability, Ethics, Inclusion and Complex Systems.

�7�Y�T�T�P�]���'�L�E�M�R���7�Y�W�X�E�M�R�Q�I�R�X���6�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���+�V�S�Y�T�����7�'�7�6�+�
�%�R���E�¾�P�M�E�X�I�H���K�V�S�Y�T���[�M�X�L�M�R���X�L�I���9�2�7�;���'�E�R�F�I�V�V�E�…�W���7�G�L�S�S�P���S�J���&�Y�W�M�R�I�W�W�����X�L�I���7�'�7�6�+�…�W���V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L����
education and community engagement activities aim to help organisations, and Government 
agencies  (including the Australian Defence Force, the Commonwealth, and state and territory 
�K�S�Z�I�V�R�Q�I�R�X�W����H�M�W�G�S�Z�I�V�����H�I�¼�R�I�����V�I�¼�R�I�����Y�R�H�I�V�W�X�E�R�H���E�R�H���Y�R�T�E�G�O���X�L�I���Q�E�N�S�V���M�W�W�Y�I�W���X�L�I�]���J�E�G�I���[�L�I�R��
managing their supply chain and demand chain-relevant strategic capabilities.  

�-�R�H�Y�W�X�V�M�E�P���6�I�P�E�X�M�S�R�W���6�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���+�V�S�Y�T�����-�6�6�+�
The Industrial Relations Research Group (IRRG) is a grouping of scholars, associates and visiting 
researchers from inside and outside UNSW, who collaborate to generate, conduct and publicise 
research that promotes innovative and ethical practices in workplaces, and contributes to effective 
regulation of labour standards. 
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�%�G�E�H�I�Q�]���S�J���%�H�E�T�X�M�Z�I���0�I�E�H�I�V�W�L�M�T����
Looking for effective new approaches to tackle unknown, rapidly changing, systemic or tough 
challenges and thrive? The Academy of Adaptive Leadership at UNSW is an exciting new initiative 
created through the powerful collaboration of UNSW Canberra and AGSM. The Academy features 
the best of international and local adaptive leadership scholars and practitioners to make progress 
on the challenges and opportunities of all sectors of contemporary society. The Academy partners 
with Harvard Kennedy School founders of adaptive leadership, Ron Heifetz, Marty Linsky and 
Farayi Chipungu and the Kansas Leadership Center, alongside Adaptive Leadership Australia and 
renowned Australian contributors to the Harvard faculty team and founders of the Australian 
Adaptive Leadership Institute, Maxime Fern and Dr Michael Johnstone. The Academy offers the 
competitive edge of unique wraparound research, education and application services that positively 
�E�H�Z�E�R�G�I���X�L�I���M�Q�T�E�G�X���S�J���E�H�E�T�X�M�Z�I���P�I�E�H�I�V�W�L�M�T���E�G�V�S�W�W���X�L�I���-�R�H�S���4�E�G�M�¼�G���V�I�K�M�S�R��

�'�E�T�E�F�M�P�M�X�]���7�]�W�X�I�Q�W���'�I�R�X�V�I����
Capability Systems Centre aspires to be a world-leading academic centre and trusted partner for 
Government and Industry in the area of Capability development, including all aspects related to 
Capability lifecycle (design, acquisition, sustainment), and optimized towards critical and high-
investment public policy areas (including Defence, national security, emerging technologies, and 
critical supply chains).

The Centre’s values include:

• Excellence: striving for exceptional outcomes in all what we do
• Integrity: always doing the right thing
•  Better together: connecting locally and globally with our partners, stakeholders, colleagues, and

community to achieve better outcomes
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���������T�Q �(�S�S�V�W���S�T�I�R

���������•���������T�Q�� �;�I�P�G�S�Q�I���E�R�H���M�R�X�V�S�H�Y�G�X�M�S�R���W�T�I�I�G�L�I�W

– �4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���)�Q�Q�E���7�T�E�V�O�W, Rector, UNSW Canberra

–  �%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���7�L�E�V�V�S�R���3�…�2�I�M�P�P, Deputy Head of School (Research),
School of Business, UNSW Canberra

���������•���������T�Q�� �6�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���T�M�X�G�L�I�W�����T�V�I�W�I�R�X�I�V�W���M�R���F�S�P�H���

�(�V���'�E�X�L�I�V�M�R�I���(�I�I�R�� Gendered Victimisation and the Dark Side of Human Behaviour  
in Work Contexts

�(�V���%�H�V�M�E�R���&�E�^�F�E�Y�I�V�W�� The Behaviour and Performance of International Organisations: 
Strategy, Policy, and Alignment

�4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���,�I�P�I�R���(�M�G�O�M�R�W�S�R�� Does registration make disability services safer?

�(�V���.�S���'�L�E�J�J�I�V, Professor Deborah Blackman, Dr Fiona Buick, Professor Jean Hartley 
(The Open University, UK), Dr Nicky Miller (The Open University, UK): Shifting System 
Boundaries: Reshaping academic-practitioner research partnerships for success

�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���(�E�R�M�I�P���4�V�M�S�V�����4�S�P�M�X�M�G�E�P���M�R�½�Y�I�R�G�I�W���S�R���G�S�Q�T�P�I�\�� 
government procurements

���������•���������T�Q �2�I�X�[�S�V�O�M�R�K

���������•���������T�Q �+�Y�I�W�X���W�T�I�E�O�I�V���E�H�H�V�I�W�W 

– ���(�V���(�I�R�R�M�W���)�P�W�I, ESG Chair - Global and Executive Director Sustainability,
Safety and Health, Multiplex Australasia

���������•���������T�Q �6�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���T�M�X�G�L�I�W�����T�V�I�W�I�R�X�I�V�W���M�R���F�S�P�H���

�(�V���:�E�R�I�W�W�E���1�G�(�I�V�Q�S�X�X����A/Prof James Connor, A/Prof Christina Scott-Young (RMIT 
University), Dr Jessica Borg (Melbourne University), Dr Penelope Bergen: Gender equality 
and social equity in project management

�4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���1�E�W�W�M�Q�M�P�M�E�R�S���„�1�E�\�…���8�E�R�M����Empirics for Decision-Making and Evaluations

�(�V���4�I�R�I�P�S�T�I���&�I�V�K�I�R����The effects of government policy on workplace cultures and 
community outcomes. Childcare policies during COVID, and the impact on the Family Day 
Care sector

�1�V���%�Q�M�V���,�S�W�W�I�M�R���3�V�H�M�F�E�^�E�V����Associate Professor Omar Hussain, Dr Ripon Chakrabortty, 
Dr Elnaz Irannezhad, Dr Morteza Saberi: Developing an Intelligent Supply Chain Risk 
Management Framework in Australian Maritime Ports

�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���7�Y�I���;�M�P�P�M�E�Q�W�S�R, Dr Helen Taylor, Dr Vindy Weeratunga: Gender 
Equality and Flexible Working in the Public Sector

�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���.�E�Q�I�W���'�S�R�R�S�V, Professor Ben Wadham (Flinders University): 
Reforming the ADF’s culture – how to achieve change despite resistance

���������•���������T�Q �2�I�X�[�S�V�O�M�R�K

���������•���������T�Q �0�Y�G�O�]���H�S�S�V���T�V�M�^�I���H�V�E�[ and �I�Z�I�R�X���[�V�E�T���Y�T

�������
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�4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���)�Q�Q�E���7�T�E�V�O�W
�6�I�G�X�S�V�����9�2�7�;���'�E�R�F�I�V�V�E

Professor Emma Sparks is an experienced leader within 
education and Defence, having worked across the two 
sectors for over twenty years. Before joining UNSW 
Canberra, Emma was Professor of Systems Engineering 
�)�H�Y�G�E�X�M�S�R���E�X���'�V�E�R�¼�I�P�H���9�R�M�Z�I�V�W�M�X�]���E�R�H���(�M�V�I�G�X�S�V�����4�V�S�K�V�E�Q�Q�I��
and Portfolio Delivery. She is passionate about innovative 
educational practice underpinned by research, having 
led the development of Level 7 apprenticeships within 
�7�]�W�X�I�Q�W���)�R�K�M�R�I�I�V�M�R�K���E�X���'�V�E�R�¼�I�P�H�����&�Y�M�P�H�M�R�K���S�R���L�I�V���7�]�W�X�I�Q�W��
Engineering academic base, she has a track record in 
strategic planning, managing change, building teams, 
networking, and engagement internally and externally. Her 
�I�\�T�I�V�M�I�R�G�I���M�R�G�P�Y�H�I�W���X�M�Q�I���E�W���E���Q�I�Q�F�I�V���S�J���X�L�I���'�V�E�R�¼�I�P�H��
University council and externally as a governing board 
member for the International Council for Systems 
Engineering BKCASE project and a member of the core team 
that developed the 2035 Systems Engineering vision.

Having worked within government and alongside the military 
for many years, she is used to navigating and negotiating 
the unique challenges of delivering education and research 
to Defence stakeholders and is exceptionally well placed 
to identify and push forward opportunities in this domain 
underpinned by data and analysis, including successful 
partnerships with overseas institutions. Emma is driven by 
the desire to build relationships at all levels of organisations, 
valuing people’s input and helping to develop people to 
achieve personal goals and those of the organisation.  
She is a Senior Fellow of the Higher Education Academy 
and, in 2018, was awarded Top 50 Women in Engineering 
(Telegraph awards).

�(�V���(�I�R�R�M�W���)�P�W�I
�)�7�+���'�L�E�M�V�������+�P�S�F�E�P���E�R�H���)�\�I�G�Y�X�M�Z�I���(�M�V�I�G�X�S�V���7�Y�W�X�E�M�R�E�F�M�P�M�X�]����
�7�E�J�I�X�]���E�R�H���,�I�E�P�X�L�����1�Y�P�X�M�T�P�I�\���%�Y�W�X�V�E�P�E�W�M�E

Dr Dennis Else is ESG Chair – Global and Executive Director 
Sustainability, Safety and Health at Multiplex Australasia, 
leading Multiplex’s safety and sustainability strategies with 
the aim of building a sustainable and long-term business. He 
is a strong advocate for the synergies between sustainability, 
productivity and quality to create innovative and inspiring 
homes and workplaces.

Dennis was elected as an Industry Sa/a,e is usedd a membeLownisation. an6is 8.1 (,)9.6 ( )ultipleGM business.nnise is Ea membeRd r
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�(�V���%�H�V�M�E�R���6�S�F�I�V�X���&�E�^�F�E�Y�I�V�W
Dr Adrian Robert Bazbauers is a Senior Lecturer in 
International Public Sector Management in the School of 
Business, UNSW Canberra. Adrian’s research focuses on 
organisational and institutional analyses of international 
organisations. He is particularly interested in development 
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�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���(�E�R�M�I�P���(���4�V�M�S�V
Associate Professor Daniel Prior is Associate Professor of 
Buyer-Supplier Engagement and Director of the Supply Chain 
Sustainment Research Group in the School of Business 
at UNSW Canberra. Daniel is also a Visiting Professor at 
�'�V�E�R�¼�I�P�H���9�R�M�Z�I�V�W�M�X�]�����9�/�����E�R�H���L�E�W���E�P�W�S���F�I�I�R���E���:�M�W�M�X�M�R�K���7�G�L�S�P�E�V��
at the University of Texas at Austin, USA. Between 2017 and 
�������������(�E�R�M�I�P���[�E�W���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���S�J���7�X�V�E�X�I�K�M�G���7�E�P�I�W���1�E�R�E�K�I�Q�I�R�X����
Co-Director of the Centre for Strategic Marketing and Sales, 
Director of the Executive MBA and Director of the Key 
�%�G�G�S�Y�R�X���1�E�R�E�K�I�Q�I�R�X���E�R�H���7�X�V�E�X�I�K�M�G���7�E�P�I�W���*�S�V�Y�Q���E�X���'�V�E�R�¼�I�P�H��
University. Prior to this, he was on the faculty in the School of 
Business at UNSW Canberra. Daniel has worked in industry 
for companies such as KPMG, Acer Computer Australia and 
Communications Design and Management. Daniel is active 
�S�R���E���V�E�R�K�I���S�J���G�S�V�T�S�V�E�X�I���E�R�H���R�S�X���J�S�V���T�V�S�¼�X���F�S�E�V�H�W�����E�R�H�����E�W��
a marketing strategy consultant and mentor for industry, 
particularly in new product development, complex systems 
implementations and in strategy..

�4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���1�E�W�W�M�Q�M�P�M�E�R�S���„�1�E�\�…���8�E�R�M
Professor Massimiliano Tani is an applied economist 
working on human capital, including themes related to 
education, workforce, and immigration, and he carries 
out program evaluations. His research is quantitative 
using large and complex data, whose methods of analysis 
and visualisation he also teaches at UNSW Canberra’s 
professional development. He holds a PhD in Economics 
from the Australian National University (Canberra, Australia).

�����������
�������

�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���7�Y�I���;�M�P�P�M�E�Q�W�S�R
Associate Professor Sue Williamson specialises in public 
sector employment relations, focusing on workplace gender 
equality. For the past three years Sue has examined how 
managers and public sector employees work from home, 
and how hybrid teams operate. Other recent research 
includes analysing the 2023 collective bargaining round 
in the Australian public service; examining the barriers 
experienced by senior women public sector leaders; and 
�E�R�E�P�]�W�M�R�K���X�L�I���J�Y�X�Y�V�I���S�J���½�I�\�M�F�P�I���[�S�V�O�M�R�K�����8�L�I�W�I���T�V�S�N�I�G�X�W���F�Y�M�P�H��
on Sue’s extensive research on workplace gender equality, 
which includes focusing on the role of managers, identifying 
barriers to gender equality, and offering solutions on ways 
forward. Sue publishes extensively on these issues, in both 
academic and non-academic media. Sue also shares her 
�V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���¼�R�H�M�R�K�W���[�M�H�I�P�]���[�M�X�L���T�V�E�G�X�M�X�M�S�R�I�V�W�����7�Y�I�…�W���V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���L�E�W��
been recognised internationally, and she is the recipient of an 
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�(�V���*�M�S�R�E���&�Y�M�G�O
I focus on building capacity to improve outcomes in the public 
sector, primarily through human resource management.  
My research provides suggestions for improving practices and 
processes to build capacity, with insights into more complex 
areas that business grapples with (I.e., organisational culture).

Scan the QR code or go to  
�V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���Y�R�W�[���I�H�Y���E�Y���T�I�S�T�P�I���H�V���¼�S�R�E���F�Y�M�G�O��

�(�V���.�S���'�L�E�J�J�I�V
I draw on leadership & development expertise to contribute 
to improving practice and performance in organisational 
systems. My work promotes new insights and new 
perspectives to enable better and different choices for 
decision-makers around behaviours, relationships and 
actions. We track the impacts of these with proactive, 
dynamic indicators that help systems keep moving towards 
performance.

Scan the QR code or go to  
research.unsw.edu.au/people/dr-jo-chaffer 

�����������
�7�G�L�S�S�P���S�J���&�Y�W�M�R�I�W�W���%�G�E�H�I�Q�M�G�W

�4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���7�E�X�M�W�L���'�L�E�R�H
My research looks at the use of economics for decision 
�Q�E�O�M�R�K�����-���E�H�Z�M�W�I���K�S�Z�I�V�R�Q�I�R�X�W���S�R���I�H�Y�G�E�X�M�S�R���T�S�P�M�G�]�����¼�W�G�E�P��
decentralisation, and land reform.

Scan the QR code or go to  

�V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���Y�R�W�[���I�H�Y���E�Y���T�I�S�T�P�I���T�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���W�E�X�M�W�L���G�L�E�R�H��

�%�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���4�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���.�E�Q�I�W���'�S�R�R�S�V
I’m an expert in explaining why people do what they 
do, especially when it comes to the dark side of human 
behaviour. My expertise on culture can help you understand 
what is going on in your organisation and why. I can then 
help you reform your organisation to minimise risks from 
poor conduct.

Scan the QR code or go to  
�V�I�W�I�E�V�G�L���Y�R�W�[���I�H�Y���E�Y���T�I�T�P�I���E�W�W�S�G�M�E�X�I���T�V�S�J�I�W�W�S�V���N�E�Q�I�W��
�Q�G�R�E�M�V���G�S�R�R�S�V���� 
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UNSW Canberra

Follow us

For further information contact:

School of Business:
cvtjofttAbegb/fev/bv

Public Service Research Group
qtshAvotx/fev/bv

Supply Chain Sustainment Research Group
cvtjofttAbegb/fev/bv

Industrial Relations Research Group
jsshAvotx/fev/bv

Capabilities Systems Centre
dbqbcjmjuztztufntAbegb/fev/bv!

Academy of Adaptive Leadership
forvjsjftAbhtn/fev/bv!

@PSResearchG


